
Territorializations of Dust

Valeria Guzmán Verri on surfing, yoga, and suffocation on the North Pacific coast
of Costa Rica

Route 160 through the bus window, January 2020. © Valeria Guzmán Verri

Over the last twenty years, territorialization processes have been reconfiguring the littoral of Costa Rica’s Nicoya Peninsula
through dust. During the dry season, the ballast surface of Route 160 disperses dust particles throughout the surrounding
houses, schools, health centres, and pastures. Private and public transportation vehicles (cars, trucks, and quad bikes)
become the active agents of dust dispersal: the speed and contact of tire on surface causes the powdered ballast to rise
and hang in the air, slowly suffocating the unprotected human and more-than-human bodies in its path.  In some areas
the road surface is white, giving rise to a snowy effect as it scatters as powder over a tropical dry forest landscape. The
colour is that of the local limestone, which after extraction from nearby mountains is used by the Costa Rican Ministry of
Transportation and Public Works for road construction.
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Since the late 1960s, Nosara’s coastal area has been a site for a migration of real estate developers and investors, and
since the beginning of the twenty-first century it has positioned itself as a tourist destination for surfing and yoga. Dust
has become a means to territorialize a field of relations that is reconfiguring divisions between landowners, residential
tourists, digital nomads, visiting surfers and yogis, and those who serve the industry—mostly gardeners, cleaners,
waiters, dog and baby sitters, tourist guides, tuk-tuk drivers, and construction workers, all of whom find themselves
expelled from breathable territories.

A portion of the road was built by the state in the 1940s to interlink the small villages of Pelada, Garza, Guiones, and
Sámara, among others. “In these vast and fertile areas, unrivaled for the cultivation of rice, corn, and cattle ranching, and
where fine woods constitute true wealth, the families living there are practically unable to […] obtain primary-need goods,”
reads the 1940’s MP petition to the Costa Rican Legislative Assembly, which led to the construction of a dirt road. In the
1957 official topographical map of the area, the road is identified as being passable only during summer months.2

1944 Aerial photographs showing Nosara and Garza (detail) Courtesy of National Geographical Institute of
Costa Rica.

1940’s dirt road and current Route 160 in 1957 Topographical Map of Nosara (detail). Courtesy of National
Archive of Costa Rica.

One American real-estate agent who has lived in Nosara for twenty years has written with mocking irony that the unpaved
route has of late become a protection strategy of sorts, impeding easy access of “thieves” and “Disney world, buffet line,
all-inclusive tourists.”  With the dust from the ballast, he satirizes, “it is much easier to define ourselves as outliers if we
can brag about our unpaved, jungle lifestyle on facebook.”  From the perspective he is pinpointing, dust protects,
contains, and isolates.
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In the early 1970s an American developer bought coastal land in Nosara from Costa Rican landowners in order to build a
residential area for the American market. The land had been part of a major territorial concession granted at the end of the
nineteenth century by the Costa Rican state to American businessman Minor C. Keith, and to the River Plate Trust Loan
and Agency Company, as payment for the construction of a railway connecting the capital to the port of Limón. After the
state reclaimed the lands at the beginning of the twentieth century, some properties were transferred to what was then the
Institute of Land and Colonization, while others were auctioned or granted to those companies and privileged citizens who
could declare them vacant [baldíos]. This triggered a process of displacement and landholding speculation.  It was within
this modality of land privatization that, decades later and after purchase by the American developer, the land was
parcelled up, streets were demarcated, and a hotel was built in what came to be known as the “American Project.”

5

Initial development of the American Project 1971. Aerial photographs. Courtesy of National Geographical
Institute of Costa Rica.

Isolation has been a powerful drive in the recent territorial history of Nosara. As pitched to United States citizens in
American newspapers, the fantasy of an isolated “jungle lifestyle” proved to be effective bait to purchasers who bought
plots of land without having set foot on them. Some came but did not stay. Although the dirt road was built in the 1940s,
in the 1970s and 1980s there were no bridges connecting Nosara, food was transported by canoe, and there were no
health services. To reach Nicoya, the closest main town inland, meant crossing the mountains and the river several times
by horseback or cart. Electricity arrived in the early 1980s, and a landline telephone network in the early 1990s. This, along
with mismanagement by the American developer who promised property titles, electricity, water, and a golf course,
paralyzed the residential project, leaving the few who did invest fighting for legal ownership of the land and
administration of its resources.

Development of the American Project, 1981. Aerial photograph. Courtesy of National Geographical Institute
of Costa Rica.
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Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, an airstrip functioning during the summer months allowed tourists to fly to the area. “A
single engine plane dropped us on the dirt Nosara airstrip,” recalls an American dentist who, weary of the Vietnam War,
was attracted by a country with no army. “We briefly noted the beat-up shack that was a combined air terminal, post office
and jail. A bit further on, two cowboys enjoyed beers at a high bar designed so that they could imbibe without
dismounting. We loved it. We were hooked.”  At that time, extensive livestock farming characterized local culture and
economy in Costa Rica’s North Pacific zone. This ecology of extensive cattle husbandry and an incipient tourist industry
unregulated by the state is cited as the source of the highest deforestation levels in the country in the period from 1987
and 1997.

From 1995 onwards, American and Canadian real estate developers attracted tourism investment; a trend that accelerated
from the start of the 2000s up until the financial crisis of 2008, in tandem with a boom of direct foreign investment
concentrated on real state tourism development led by non-residents and an indulgent Costa Rican state.  During and
after this period, the American Project transformed and multiplied.

Unlike the big hotel-chain typology and its concomitant commercial centres and tourist condos that have spread along
nearby coastal areas of the Nicoya peninsula, the American Project has remained a tourist beach town tenaciously curated
as “small scale, rural and natural.”  It neighbours the Ostional Wildlife Refuge, a vital nesting site for the olive ridley sea
turtle. Still catering today to a market enthralled by the prospect of isolation, developers promote a beachside #junglelife
in air-conditioned houses with nearby airport services, located in premium-land gated communities in the surrounding
mountains, offering luxury “eco-living,” exclusive physical rejuvenation, emotional healing and yoga retreats, native
ceremonies, and surf lessons.  In this updated mode of isolation, it has been reported that, paradoxically, even
unregulated practices like the burning of the forest have been carried out in order to include ocean-views in the design of
houses, a valuable asset when it comes to setting rental and property prices.

Here, unpaved roads figure in the infrastructural aesthetics of a curated nature to be negotiated through private air-
conditioned SUVs that generate unbreathable territories in an area that is also prone to forest fires, floods, and water
scarcity.  As a technopolitical agent in motion, SUVs exercise power by constantly reconfiguring barriers and access in
their path, suffocating and disorienting those who travel by motorcycle, bicycle, or foot, by day or night.
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Double windscreen view of Route 160, Barco Quebrado, March 2022. © Valeria Guzmán Verri

Through the dispersion of fine dust particles, a trans-corporeal relation between motor vehicle, limestone mountains,
ballast surface, wind, and human and more-than-human bodies has been forged. For some, the account of dust
functioning as a shield against uncontrolled development and potential crime is an urban myth. And quite rightly so, since
such a rendition occludes what the dust actually enacts: that along with an economy of extraction and accumulation, an
“economy of suffocation” has been infrastructural to Nosara.

In addition to the transformation of coastal ecosystems by the geopolitics of tourism for the Global North—a process that
has comprised land dispossession, corruption, and territorial exclusion in the Global South—there is the geopolitics of
dust and wind that simultaneously suffocates human bodies with bronchitis, bronchopneumonia, and extrinsic bronchial
asthma, while imploring others to eliminate toxins by activating the diaphragm and abdomen with yoga breathing
techniques such as kapalabhati and ujjayi. A figuration of breathable and unbreathable territories unfolds where the
diaphragms and abdomens of some human bodies move in sync with sea breeze, while the bronchial tubes of other
human and more-than-human bodies are forced to accommodate the to-and-fro of road-surface particles suspended in the
air.

Route 160 is not an exceptional case in Costa Rica: “a large number of localities at the national level could be exposed to
problems associated with dust emission on unpaved roads,” indicates the Costa Rican National Laboratory of Materials.
But laying down asphalt as a solution to dust dispersal, as was the case in 2020 for a ten kilometre portion of the route
connecting Garza to Nosara, does not answer broader questions on the mobile territorialization processes that organize
relationships between matter, life, and death.
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Route 160, Barco Quebrado, March 2022. © Valeria Guzmán Verri

The Esperanza de Garza school is a case in point. A five-classroom building with a canteen and a small playground, the 
school was originally built with unglazed windows for cross ventilation. With no water service in the dry season from 9am 
to 3pm, and standing on a plot that is being progressively washed away with each rainy season, today the small school 
complex is sandwiched between Route 160, a creek, and an unpaved secondary road. With no signposting or speed 
bumps along this recently paved stretch of the Route, the site is now at greater threat of motor accident.
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Location of La Esperanza de Garza School, SNIT Costa Rica National Geographical Institute
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In the current digital-nomad and “COVID escapee’s” phase,  asphalt has reinforced the paradoxes of “the smooth and the
fast” in Nosara.  With no sidewalk, cycle path, or signposting budgeted for the paved road, a body walking on Route 160
is today a body at risk of accident. And yet, while new juridical frameworks were swiftly created in Costa Rica to attract
remote workers and international service providers earning more than 3000 USD monthly,17 it is still the case that
construction regulations which, among others, restrict the use of nightlight in coastal Nosara to allow for the arrival of the
olive ridley sea turtle (easily disoriented by artificial light), remain on hold. A deeper gentrification process and a housing
crisis is unfolding in Nosara.

Certainly, these relationships between bodies and matter, borders and separations, require the kind of analysis that is no
longer fixated merely on static or stable entities. Thinking with Karen Barad’s spacetimemattering and Jerry Zee’s aerosol
form, the geopolitics of wind and dust questions political-territorial divisions and the distinctions between land-air and
bodies-space.18 An analysis from the trans-corporeal and from continual reconfigurations would then be necessary to
refine our relationship with territory.
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